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AN EXTERNAL CORE CATCHER FOR
OCEANOGRAPHIC WORK
WILLIAM H. GLEZEN
Gulf Research and Development Company, Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT
A core catcher for use with short gravity-type core barrels is described. A flat
plate at the foot of a pair of pivot arms is caused to swing under the bottom of the
core barrel after the barrel is withdrawn from the bottom. A float-weight lever
arm is employed to actuate the device.

INTRODUCTION
In a program requiring the collection of about 200 pairs of small
cores for foraminiferal studies, the Phleger Bottom Sampler1 was selected as a sampling device. Two 75-pound lead blocks were clamped to
the 50-pound core barrel, and the resultant 20-pound corer penetrated
several inches into clean well-sorted sands. The bearing surface at the
base of the lead weights was usually sufficient to prevent excessive penetration into soft muds.
Samples were collected from water depths of 200 to 600 feet and in
sediments ranging from soft clayey muds to clean, well-sorted, fine to
medium-grained quartz sands. Several samples contained or consisted
entirely of calcareous particles ranging in size from 0.5 to 10 mm.
In the initial phase of collecting considerable difficulty was encountered in retaining cores in the core barrel while raising the instrument to
the surface. In spite of various modifications of the ball valve and the
use of spring leaf core catchers, repeated lowerings were frequently
required to recover a core, and in some cases even repeated effort failed.
Spring leaf core catchers have the following operational shortcomings:
(1) The spring fingers gouge the core as it enters the barrel through the
cutting head; (2) the catcher frequently fails to close after jamming
on coarse particles; (3) the catcher fails to retain fine, well-sorted sands
that wash out or turn into quicksand and flow out through small openings between the leaves.
1

Phleger, F. B., Ecology of Foraminifera, Northwest Gulf of Mexico, Mero.
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The action of the ball check valve commonly used in the top of the
Phleger Bottom Sampler retains a mud core satisfactorily when samples
are taken in shallow water. However, in water deeper than about 40
feet, a defect in the check valve may permit even a mud core to escape
while the core barrel is being raised to the deck.
Failure to recover a short core may represent a substantial loss in
limited and expensive marine-sampling time, and such difficulty may
prevent coring of entire areas. Therefore the construction and adjustment of an efficient core catcher is justified. The core catcher described
below has been specifically designed for use on the continental shelf
where a wide range of sediment types are encountered in water depths
of 40 to 600 feet .
DESCRIPTION OF THE CORE CATCHER
The core catcher developed is a flat plate swinging on two arms which
pivot from the weight holder of the core barrel. The plate is held
clear of the barrel while it is being lowered to the sea floor and swings
under the barrel when it is raised through the water. A lever arm with
a weight at one end and a float at the other extends across the plate and
controls its position in the water.
In air, before striking the water, the core catcher is held by a hook
which swings free when the core barrel enters the water. While the
barrel is being lowered through the water, the float supports the core
catcher and counterbalances the lead weight which has a short effective
lever arm in this position. When the core barrel is raised, the water
resistance of the float drags the core catcher down, progressively decreasing the effective lever arm of the float and increasing the effective
lever arm of the lead weight; thus the weight-float balance is reversed.
The lead weight swings the core catcher down until the plate slides
under the bottom of the core barrel and is locked into position by
the gravity latch (Fig. 1).
After a core catcher of similar dimensions to the one shown (Fig. 2)
has been constructed, the balance required can be obtained by trial and
error. Adjustment of the lead weight and of the position of a stop,
limiting the upward swing of the core catcher, will permit the core
catcher to balance properly.
The float, sold commercially for use on fish nets, is made of hollow
plastic 5 inches in diameter by 8¾ inches long with a displacement of
138 cubic inches and a buoyancy of 5 pounds. Any sturdy float of
this type should be satisfactory. Two may be required if the core
catcher is somewhat heavier than the original.
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FrouRE I. Core catcher mounted on Phleger bottom sampler: (A) In cocked posit-ion
before lowering; (B) floating In up position during lowering; (C) swinging down while
corer is raised from the sea floor; (D) closing of core catcher by combined effect of float &
weight.

In its present form this device is limited to core barrels less than two
feet long. It is believed that this type of core catcher could be adapted
for use with long piston-type core barrels by mounting it on a sliding
carriage. The carriage could be released from the top of the core
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FIGURE 2 .

Plans for ex temal core catcher.
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barrel when it is raised through the water so that it could slide freely
down the barrel and strike the cutting head. The core catcher would
then swing into position as before.
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